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Welcome to DESIGN ADAC
04.26 – 04.28

adacatlanta.com | 404.231.1720
@adacatlanta | #DESIGNADAC

Our connection to good design is often felt through moments, people, places, 
and events. Many times, these memories turn great home furnishings into family 
heirlooms. From their origins to the stories about these treasures to the quality 
materials used, and the craftsmanship behind their design, interior designers 

and design enthusiasts weave together generations of style. Giving new life to 
traditional statement pieces by styling them with modern classics while still being 

thoughtful about sourcing and sustainability is not a trend, it’s a design philosophy. 
What’s old is new again and sometimes to move forward you have to look back!

Event seating is limited. Check-in begins 10 minutes prior to each event 
and seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

HOSTED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
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TUESDAY | April 26

Join Mally Skok at Ernest Gaspard as she debuts her colorful new fabric 
collection in collaboration with Stout and signs her recently launched 
book, Mally’s Little Handbook, for guests.
Ernest Gaspard & Associates | Suite 109
@mallyskokdesign | @stouttextiles | @ernestgaspardassociates

NOON
Mally Skok Book Signing and Fabric Debut with Stout Textiles

ernest gaspard 
& associates

Sponsored by
Join Modern Luxury in a captivating discussion between interior designer 
Chaz Easterly, founder of Linen & Flax, and Daniel Harper, founder, 
and CEO of Renew Properties, as they explore the dynamic relationship 
between designer and contractor—a delicate yet rewarding relationship 
that affects both sides of the homemaking equation. Caroline Perrott, Editor-
in-Chief of Modern Luxury Interiors Atlanta and The Atlantan, moderates as 
the panelists take a deep dive into roles, communication and egos at play, 
as well as Easterly and Harper’s past projects, that now serve as beautiful 
examples of what a good synergy can achieve.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

After the discussion join Chaz Easterly, Daniel Harper, and Modern Luxury 
Interiors Atlanta and The Atlantan’s Caroline Perrott for a bubbly brunch & 
biscuits in the newly renovated Wood-Mode showroom.
Wood-Mode | ADAC West, Suite A5
@linenandfl axco | @renewproperties | @theatlantan | @interiorsatlanta
@wood_mode | @dove.studio

10:00 AM
RENEW: DESIGN THE LIFE YOU LOVE 
Panel Discussion
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Lia Shin, owner of C + H INTERIORS, believes the very best design 
partnerships are created from a shared vision paired with keen 
expertise. Join the showroom to celebrate the latest collaboration between 
MDC Wall Solutions and C + H INTERIORS. Learn about the custom 
design studio process as the teams behind C + H INTERIORS and 
MDC Wall Solutions spark inspiration to help make your dream projects 
a reality.
C +  H   I N T E R I O R S | Suite 420
@mdcinteriorsolutions | @candhinteriors

NOON
Let’s Make It Happen!

1:00 PM
Design as Storytelling
Panel Discussion
Join Lauren Lowe of Lauren Elaine Interiors, André Jordan Hilton of Jordan 
Hilton Interiors and Evan Millard of Modern Remains in a compelling 
discussion as they dive deep into the topic of writing a personal narrative 
for clients through intentional design. Whether it’s a penchant for fashion, 
a spirit for wanderlust or a draw to storied family heirlooms and artwork, 
these talented visionaries will speak on defi ning the plot of a home’s 
story and how to infuse client personality into each space. Moderated by 
Atlanta Homes & Lifestyles’ Editor-in-Chief Lauren Iverson, tune in to this 
expert panel of designers as they share their secrets to creating spaces that 
are tailored to a T.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Please join Atlanta Homes & Lifestyles’ Lauren Iverson and panelists in 
the Century Furniture showroom following the discussion. While in the 
showroom, explore the latest luxurious offerings from Century Furniture.
Century Furniture | Suite 212

@laurenelaineinteriors | @andre_jordan_hilton | @modernremains
@atlantahomesmag | @centuryfurniture

Sponsored by

TALK .    770 . 455 . 9554
WRITE .  hello@candhinteriorsatl.com

Weaving together generations of style



Sponsored by

3:00 PM
Blurring the Lines Between Indoors and Out 
Panel Discussion

Livable outdoor spaces – from kitchens and porches to outdoor offices and “she sheds” – have gone from novelty to 
necessity. And, on the flip side, indoor spaces are taking their cues from the surrounding landscape. Our panel of experts – 
Nishi Donovan of Nishi design + studio, Eric Rothman of Rothman + Rothman Design, Mark Osborne of MAMAGREEN, and 
David Cook of Design Galleria Kitchen and Bath Studio will share projects that have inspired them, as well as product and 
design tips to help you create soothing spaces that tap into nature’s harmony. Find out about the latest in outdoor furnishings, 
appliances, and finishes—as well as ways to incorporate live plants, natural light, and green touches indoors.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Please join Nishi Donovan, Eric Rothman, Mark Osborne, David Cook, and Atlanta Magazine’s HOME’s Betsy Riley at the 
Kolo Collection showroom for a reception following the afternoon panel discussion. While in the showroom, be sure to check 
out their newest collections.
Kolo Collection | Suite 323

@nishidesignstudio | @rothmandesign | @mamagreen_furniture | @designgalleriakitchenandbath | @atlantamagazine | @atlmaghome | @kolocollection 

TUESDAY | April 26

WEDNESDAY | April 27

@lewismillerdesign | @verandamag | @julianchichesterltd

Sponsored by

VERANDA Editor-in-Chief Steele Marcoux is joined by top floral designer 
Lewis Miller for an engaging discussion on harnessing the power of nature 
to create strikingly lush and magnificent arrangements that enhance the 
beauty of everything surrounding them. Rooted in passion, this one on one 
will speak to curating unparalleled blooms–from inspiration, to execution.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Following the presentation, please join VERANDA’s Steele Marcoux and 
Lewis Miller at the Julian Chichester showroom for a reception. With an 
enviable reputation, Julian Chichester is the perfect place to be inspired by 
the latest in contemporary design. Copies of Lewis Miller’s book Flower 
Flash will be available for signing.
Julian Chichester | Suite 139

10:00 AM
The Game-Changing Power of Florals 
Keynote Presentation
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As a visionary storyteller, Ralph Lauren always creates iconic lifestyles that 
tell distinctive stories, from the sophistication of a modern penthouse to the 
grandeur of a noble English estate. This season is no exception. Come see 
the new Ralph Lauren for yourself in the revamped Theodore Alexander 
Showroom. Find new introductions from Ralph Lauren, as well as some of 
the beloved iconic designs and sculptural forms rendered in rich materials, 
like Rosewood, black lacquer and polished steel. A few favorites are the 
buttery soft saddle-stitched leather on the handsome Addison Club Chairs 
and Dalton Poster Bed from the Modern Equestrian Collection, rooted in 
the heritage of the classic thoroughbred lifestyle. And the soft signature 
saddle leather is absolutely something you have to touch and feel 
for yourself!
Theodore Alexander | Suite 402
@theodore_alexander_official

10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Open House: A Modern Interpretation of Ralph Lauren Classics 

Weaving together generations of style

Celebrate the 75th anniversary of PINDLER, a brand rich in tradition, 
classic design, and luxurious fabrics. Delight in this milestone anniversary 
at a celebratory lunch and cocktail reception with the PINDLER team and 
help them toast to 75 years of timeless design. Then, look to the future as 
PINDLER shares fresh looks from their latest fabric collections.
PINDLER | Suite 211
@pindlercorp

NOON – 2:00 PM 
PINDLER Celebrates 75 Years of Design

WEDNESDAY | April 27
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Join Atlanta-based writer Jennifer Boles of The Peak of Chic as she 
moderates a captivating conversation with two brilliant forces in the 
interior design world today: New York-based designers Bunny Williams 
and Corey Damen Jenkins. Honing in on the ever-changing world of 
design, they will talk about where they fi nd inspiration and the importance 
of travel and discovery in creating iconic interiors and collections. 
Attendees will also hear about the exciting new products from Jenkins’ 
debut collection with Kravet, Trad Nouveau. Visit the ADAC Kravet Inc. 
showroom to see the latest collections from these great design minds.
Kravet | Suite 106
@bunnywilliams_interiordesign | @coreydamenjenkins | @thepeakofchic

3:00 PM
Iconic Design in Interiors and Collections 

1:00 PM 
Shooting Design Projects for Magazines 
Panel Discussion

WEDNESDAY | April 27

How to photograph your work for editorial (and social!) success. What 
are the best practices for presenting your projects in the best light? 
VERANDA executive editor Ellen McGauley will be joined by Los Angeles 
photographer David Tsay, Atlanta photographer Mali Azima, and New 
York stylist Anita Sarsidi to share insider tips on great interiors photography.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Following the presentation, Theodore Alexander is hosting a reception and 
fi rst-look at the new pieces from the Alexa Hampton Collection. Alexa’s 
new introductions are as diverse and eclectic as her design style. This 
includes pieces from the Egyptian revival movement, classical Greece, Louis 
XV’s and Napoleon III’s courts all the way up to designs from America’s 
mid-century. Each representing canonical design moments that have 
attained a singular timelessness.
Theodore Alexander | Suite 402
@davidtsay | @mali_azima | @verandamag | @theodore_alexander_offi cial

Sponsored by

Photo Credit: Donna Dotan

Photo Credit: Sari Goodfriend
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Margaritas, light bites and a pinata.... It’s a Fiesta! Join INNOVATIONS 
as the showroom toasts their Spring Collection. Aptly named Focal Point, 
wallcoverings from this collection will be the star of any room! Vibrant 
colors and ancient architecture of the Caribbean coastal town Tulum are 
notable inspirations for one of their featured patterns and festive cocktail 
hour. Take a swing at their pinata...who will be the lucky winner of a 
surprise hidden inside?
INNOVATIONS | Suite 313
@michele_innovations_atl | @innovationsusa

4:00 PM
No Siesta....Let us Fiesta!

Join R HUGHES for a meet-and-greet with second-generation metalsmith 
Peyton Avrett and interior designer Melissa Sutton. The dynamic-duo 
have joined forces to create lighting that transcends conventional notions. 
Together, with more than 15 years of production and design knowledge, 
Peyton and Melissa created a collection that celebrates beauty, and it is 
evident in every piece. Explore Riloh’s collection, featuring unique designs 
paired with impeccable craftsmanship; see how they’ve created luxury 
that is approachable; and learn how working with them results in heirloom 
quality lighting that is equal measure form and function.
R HUGHES | Suite 320
@rilohstudio | @therhugheslifestyle 

4:00 PM
R HUGHES welcomes RILOH

Weaving together generations of style
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WEDNESDAY | April 27
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Join ADAC, VERANDA and Sunbrella for a party at Logan Gardens honoring the 2022 fi nalists of 
the prestigious Southeast Designers & Architect of the Year Awards. Meet the established names and 
rising stars whose innovative ideas are energizing the world of design in the Southeast and beyond!

Logan Gardens | Suite 506

5:00 PM
Southeast Designers & Architect of the Year Finalists Celebration

Reception

#SEDY | @logangardens | @sunbrella | @verandamag

2022 SOUTHEAST 
DESIGNERS & ARCHITECT

OF THE YEAR

Sponsored by



Weaving together generations of styleTHURSDAY | April 28
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You’re invited to the Made Goods showroom to sip and stroll through the 
latest collection of furniture, mirrors, and home accessories. Known for its 
refined materials, Made Goods is always a leader in innovative techniques 
and sophisticated silhouettes.
Made Goods | Suite 403
@madegoods

10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Open House at Made Goods

Focused on the changing face of design for the next generation of 
homeowners, VERANDA Editor-in-Chief Steele Marcoux taps into modern 
creatives, Founder of The Vale London Melinda Marquardt, architect 
Elizabeth Graziolo, and interior designer Philip Gorrivan, to uncover how 
they are looking toward the future, and pivoting to meet today’s needs of 
functionality and versatility for their clients.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Following the presentation, come mingle with Melinda Marquardt, 
Elizabeth Graziolo, Philip Gorrivan, and VERANDA’s Steele Marcoux and 
Ellen McGauley in the Fabricut showroom. While visiting, preview The Vale 
London’s new Sloane collection of wallpapers and fabrics, inspired by 
timeless decorative arts and architecture from across the globe; available 
through Fabricut.
Fabricut | Suite 307
@thevalelondon | @yellowhousearchitects | @philipgorrivan
@verandamag |@fabricut

10:00 AM
Next Generation of Design 
Panel Discussion Sponsored by

Photo Credit: Maura McEvoy
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THURSDAY | April 28

NOON
Dragons And Pagodas: A Celebration of Chinoiserie
Join artist, designer and historian Aldous Bertram in Thibaut’s showroom 
for a presentation and signing of his new book, Dragons and Pagodas, 
a gorgeously illustrated survey of chinoiserie from the 18th century to the 
present day. Dragons & Pagodas looks at the various themes within the 
vast variety of chinoiserie creations, including blue-and-white porcelain, 
Chippendale patterns, fl ora and fauna, and architecture. Aldous will 
delve into the incredibly beautiful and diverse collection of photography 
and artworks in the book ranging from European summer palaces and 
whimsical pagoda follies to charming details of screens, porcelain 
fi gurines, and ornate plasterwork all over the world. Guests will receive an 
event exclusive gift plus a chinoiserie sample kit of fabrics and wallpapers 
from Thibaut with lunch and beverages provided.
Thibaut | Suite 140

@aldousbertram | @thibaut_1886

NOON
Southeast Design Pros Talk Home Interiors
Join Baker Interiors Group for a candid conversation with a Southeast 
interior design dream team: Sean Anderson, Chad James and Lauren 
DeLoach. The trio will discuss a range of topics relating to today’s trends 
in home design, furniture and art. Guests will also have the opportunity to 
view the latest furniture collections by legacy brands Baker and McGuire 
up-close-and-personal during an open house throughout the day, including 
bites and refreshments.
Baker Furniture | Suite 206

@seanandersondesign | @chadjamesgroup | @laurendeloachinteriors
@thisismcguire | @bakerfurniture 



3:00 PM
A Conversation with The Masters of the Mix
Bold. Colorful. Groundbreaking. The options are limitless when it comes to 
pattern play in design. Join the masters of the mix, interior designers Erika 
Ward, James Farmer, and Maggie Griffin, in the Schumacher showroom to 
take a deep dive into how each of these stellar designers get the balance 
of pattern just right. Moderated by Schumacher’s brand director, Christie 
Tonnessen, the conversation will span from special design tricks for the 
colorful decorator to the designer’s favorite forms to mix and match. You 
won’t want to miss it!
Schumacher | Suite 303

@mrserikaward | @jamestfarmer | @maggiegriffindesign | @schumacher1889
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Weaving together generations of style

Sponsored by

1:00 PM
Historic Homes Designed for Tomorrow
Panel Discussion

From the South’s 19th-century shotgun houses to California’s midcentury jewels, history’s beautiful framework is everywhere. 
How can we preserve architectural triumphs large and small, and help them flourish in the 21st century? VERANDA’s executive 
editor Ellen McGauley will be joined by Bill Brockschmidt and Courtney Coleman of New Orleans’ Brockschmidt & Coleman, 
and Ron Woodson and Jaime Rummerfield of Los Angeles’ Woodson & Rummerfield’s House of Design, for a lively discussion.
ADAC Presentation Room | First Floor Atrium 

Cowtan & Tout will host a catered reception in their showroom following the presentation. We invite you to meet VERANDA’s 
Ellen McGauley and the panelists, while viewing the newest collections from Cowtan & Tout and Manuel Canovas.
Cowtan & Tout | Suite 225

@brockschmidtandcoleman | @woodsonrummerfields | @verandamag | @cowtanandtout

Photo Credit: Jamie Bannon Photography



A LOOK BACK | 2021 SOUTHEAST DESIGNERS & ARCHITECT OF THE YEAR

Paul Bates of 
Paul Bates Architects 

Birmingham, AL

Blackberry Farm Design
Walland, TN

Betsy Brown 
of Betsy Brown Inc.

Birmingham, AL

ARCHITECT WINNER CONTRACT WINNER RESIDENTIAL WINNER



Each spring, ADAC and VERANDA recognize the finalists and winners of the Southeast Designers & Architect of the Year 
Awards. The esteemed awards are an annual tradition that allow us to celebrate the innovative, unique, and beautiful work 

coming out of the Southeast that inspires the design industry.

2021 SOUTHEAST DESIGNERS & ARCHITECT OF THE YEAR AWARDS GALA



@adacatlanta #adacatlanta #designadac

adacatlanta.com


